Math Sequence for Science Majors

ALEKs Score

76 or higher

MATH 1420
Calculus

Calculus fulfills LAC 1C requirement.

OR

MATH 1130
Trigonometry

OR

MATH 1120
Math for Biological Sciences

AND

MATH 1140
Precalculus

Precalc, Trig, and Math for Bio Science do not fulfill LAC 1C requirement. Students need to take another LAC Math.

Students who do not place into precalculus, or who don’t feel prepared to take precalculus can take Math for Biological Sciences in the first semester and Trigonometry in the second semester. (This course combination will equal precalculus and fulfill a precalculus requirement).

*This is only a guide, if you are uncertain about a student’s math requirement / placement for science, please check with the corresponding science department.